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35+
COORDSPORT IS A SUPPLIER FOR MOTORSPORT AND TUNING WORKSHOPS, RACE AND RALLY TEAMS THAT BUILD CARS 
ON BEHALF OF THEIR CLIENTS. WE HAVE LONGSTANDING PARTNERSHIPS WITH THE BRANDS YOU FIND IN OUR EXTENSIVE 
PORTFOLIO. FOR MANY BRANDS, WE HAVE BEEN CHOSEN TO BE THE SOLE DISTRIBUTOR IN EUROPE DUE TO OUR RESPECTED 
REPUTATION. THANKS TO COORDSPORT’S STRONG CUSTOMER SERVICE AND HARDWORKING WAREHOUSE TEAM, 
WE CAN BE SUPER EFFICIENT AND OFFER FAST DELIVERY TIMES. WITH WAREHOUSES IN GREAT BRITAIN AND THE 
NETHERLANDS, WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK. WITH OVER 30 YEARS OF ACTIVITY IN 
THE MOTORSPORT AND AFTERMARKET SCENE, COORDSPORT IS A LEADING WHOLESALE AND DISTRIBUTOR OF THE MOTORSPORT AND AFTERMARKET SCENE, COORDSPORT IS A LEADING WHOLESALE AND DISTRIBUTOR OF 
HIGHQUALITY BRANDS SPECIALIZING IN CAR PARTS.

CO-ORD IMAGE?
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Cusco Suspension offers a suite of performance-
enhancing features, including precision-engineered 
coilovers for optimal adjustability, anti-roll bars that 
minimize body roll for better stability, and strut braces
that enhance chassis rigidity for a more engaging drive.
 
T

CO-ORDSPORT  - CHASSIS/BODY

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED

Cusco is a world leading brand in automotive performance with many decades 
of innovation. Originating from Japan, Cusco is a key player in high-performance 
suspension parts, renowned for precision engineering and unmatched quality.

Their products, developed through extensive motorsport experience and tested in 
challenging races, guarantee exceptional handling, stability, and control for all 
driving conditions.

CCoilovers - Suspension Components - Limited Slip Differentials (LSDs) - Drive Train 
- Strut Tower Brace - Chassis & Body Brace - Rollcages - Engine Parts - Motorsport 
Bodyparts & Accessories

Co-ordSport highlights Cusco Suspension Products in our 2024 catalog, a leading brand in 
automotive performance with decades of innovation. Originating from Japan, Cusco is a key player 
in high-performance suspension parts, known for precision engineering and unmatched quality. 

Their products, developed through extensive motorsport experience and tested in challenging 
races, guarantee exceptional handling, stability, and control for all driving conditions.

Cusco's Limited-Slip Differential Gear, superior in the 
market, is utilized in the differential sections of many 
vehicles. Contrasting with standard open-differentials in 
regular cars, it ensures driving wheels in motorsports 
always transmit power effectively, regardless of 

conditions, surfaces, driving styles, or design limitations.

HIGH PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION EQUIPMENT
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SuperPro has the largest range of aftermarket polyurethane bushes available 
and are currently manufacturing more than 7500 products at their own 
in-house facility in Brisbane, Australia. 

The benefits of using SuperPro components is that each product is designed 
from the ground up to exceed standards as a standalone component, rather 
than as a subordinate component of a larger module (as seen in OE engineer-
ing).  

All SuperPro products are made from SuperPro's own proprietary special elasto-
mer-based engineering-grade polyurethane formula and are a superior alterna-
tive to rubber; providing higher-quality quieter, longer lasting bushings with no 
increase in NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness). Additionally they have superi-
or abrasion resistance to rubber and are unaffected by extreme temperatures, 
oils and coolan

Whiteline boasts a worldwide reputation as a leading manufacturer of 
replacement, enhancement and performance suspension components that 
deliver significant gains in vehicle balance, steering precision, grip levels and 
outright driving performance. 

OurOur engineered "Synthetic Elastomer" bushings feature the quality ride of 
rubber at lower speeds and at higher speeds react when under cornering, accel-
erating and braking loads, for chassis control and improved handling. 

Vibra-Technics products are manufactured primarily from natural rubber com-
pounds and occasionally from blends of synthetic and natural rubber to give 
particular properties for specific applications.  

We have developed an extensive range of suspension bushes which are design 
to significantly reduce the suspension geometry change results from accelera-
tion, braking and cornering forces. This give improvements in the car stability 
and cornering "feel" without limiting normal suspension travel.  

Vibra-Technics are not hard versions of standard parts but a completely re-engi-
neered solution, giving improved durability and handling for both road cars and 
competition cars requiring rubber bushed suspension. 

Since 1996, Powerflex now enjoys a wide experience in automotive 
suspension and chassis systems. Combining these design skills with advanced 
polyurethane manufacturing techniques led to the development of a huge 
range of high performance automotive polyurethane components now known
the world over by the brand name Powerflex. 

Road Series – for Road and fast Road use. Improving road holding and chassis 
perperformance by controlling the amount of unwanted flex in the suspension.  

Black Series – for Track and Motorsport use, designed to provide maximum 
control of chassis geometry.  

Heritage Collection – for Classic and Restoration use. Manufactured using 
modern-day materials with properties biased for the road.  

CO-ORDSPORT  - CHASSIS/BUSHES
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THE CUSCO RANGE
Cusco Suspension offers a suite of performance-
enhancing features, including precision-engineered 
coilovers for optimal adjustability, anti-roll bars that 
minimize body roll for better stability, and strut braces
that enhance chassis rigidity for a more engaging drive.
 
TTheir adjustable suspension arms and links allow for 
precise alignment tuning, ensuring peak performance. 
Crafted with high-grade materials, Cusco's products 
are built to endure the demands of both track and 
street driving.

CO-ORDSPORT  - CHASSIS/HANDLING
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Oil Management & Boost Controllers

Blow off Valves

Whiteline stands as the go-to source for optimizing vehicle
performance and handling. Our products are engineered to address 
and solve common suspension and handling issues, providing
enthusiasts, racers, and automotive professionals with innovative 
solutions. By focusing on delivering measurable improvements to 
vehicle dynamics, Whiteline ensures that every drive is not just a
joujourney, but a finely-tuned performance experience. 

With a focus on precision and durability, Whiteline products are ideal 
for enthusiasts seeking to elevate their vehicle's performance on the 
track or the road. Whiteline’s commitment to quality and 
effectiveness makes us the preferred choice for those looking to 
perfect their vehicle's handling and achieve superior performance 
on any road or track.

PERFECTING HANDLING

Enhancing Performance, Perfecting Handling

Roll Centre 
Bump Steer Kits Anti-Lift Kits Springs

+

+



CO-ORDSPORT  - CHASSIS/SUSPENSION

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED

Offering an immense performance suspension catalogue, state-of-the-art 
manufacturing, cutting edge technology, KW automotive has been operating 
successfully for over 25 years. 

The company has developed over 16 different damping technologies to comply 
with its claim "The perfect suspension for every demand". The versatile product
range of the KW suspensions brand is divided into the categories "Street Comfort",
"St"Street Performance" and "Track Performance' for any and all customers’ 
requirements. 

With over 20,000 the will be a KW product for you

Coilovers - Competition Coilovers – Clubsport – Height Adjustable Springs – Classics

For over seven decades, Eibach has been a premier name 
in the automotive industry, specializing in the design and 
production of high-performance suspension systems and 
components for a huge range of race and street cars, 
enthusiasts to racers.

Our offerings include springs, shock absorbers, sway bars, and 
ccoilovers, providing a comprehensive range of products to 
enhance the handling and ride comfort of vehicles.
From daily street driving to competitive racing, Eibach 
offers suspension solutions to elevate your vehicle's 
performance, surpassing the competition.

Coilovers – Springs - Shock Absorbers - Sway Bars

Pedders Suspension transforms your ride with 
advanced suspension solutions for unparalleled 
performance and comfort. Committed to innovation 
and quality, Pedders boosts vehicle dynamics and 
driver confidence under any condition, offering a 
significant upgrade supported by a legacy of 
eexcellence. 

With a portfolio of products for the sports compact 
market, Pedders also has a full range of products 
designed to ugrade 4x4 and SUV vehicles.

Whether for daily commuting or performance 
driving, Pedders Suspension is an attractive choice 
for those who demand the best in vehicle suspension
ttechnology.

Springs - Torsion Bars – Dampers - Suspension Bushes - 
Brakes & Steering Components

TEIN is a leading manufacturer of high-performance suspension components, spe-
cialising in coilovers, dampers, and related suspension accessories.

With a commitment to innovation, quality, and performance, TEIN has built a 
global reputation as a trusted partner among automotive enthusiasts and profes-
sional racers worldwide.

With height adjustability and damping settings that can be tailored to individual 
preferences, TEIN coilovers allow  drivers to modify their vehicle's suspension for 
maximum performance and comfort in any driving scenario. 
From aggressive cornering to daily commuting,
 
TEIN suspension systems deliver an unmatched 
balance of agility, stability, and ride quality.

CCoilovers  - Lowering Springs – Dampers
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Dodson is the world leader in aftermarket dual-clutch transmission 
components for high-horsepower applications. Designing and manufacturing 
their world record-breaking product range at their facility in Auckland, New 
Zealand, and distribute via a global network of over 200 dealers and installers 
in 40 countires across six continents.

ByBy focusing on strength, precision, and efficiency, Dodson helps drivers 
achieve 
superior power delivery and smoother gear shifts, ensuring an unmatched 

CO-ORDSPORT  - DRIVETRAIN

ALL YOU NEED TO HARNESS YOUR HORSEPOWER

Dodson Motorsport GTR R35 Duty Gearset in the standard ratio for the GR6 Transmission with 
Straight cut 3rd and 4th gears. Full 1-6 Gearset including 2/4/6 cluster and Input Shaft. Rated to 
vehicles up to 1500 Horsepower.
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KAAZ sets the standard in the realm of high-performance differentials, offering cut-
ting-edge solutions that redefine vehicle dynamics. Known for their expectional 
quality and durability, KAAZ differentials are a top choice among enthusiasts and 
professionals alike; who seek the ultimate in car handling & control. KAAZ devel-
oped differentials are designed to enhance traction, control and overall driving per-
formance. KAAZ drivers benefit from advanced technology, Whether it’s the 
front-wheel-drive agility of the Focus ST, the spirited performance of the Honda 
S2000, or the mid-engine excellence of the Porsche Cayman, KAAZ differentials 
unlock the full potential of each model. Experience the difference in grip, power de-
livery, and cornering prowess with KAAZ, where engineering meets exhilaration.

Application list includes BMWs, Fords, Mitsubishi Evo’s, a range of Nissans, selected
Porsche models, Subarus, Suzuki Swifts, various Toyotas and many more.

Cusco is a name synonymous with superior performance in the automotive world, crafting differen-
tial technology that's as innovative as it is effective. With a relentless focus on enhancing driving dy-
namics, Cusco’s latest differentials for the Supra/BMW Z4 and Yaris models are a testament to their 
engineering prowess. Designed to deliever an unmatched level of traction and control, these diffe-
renitals ensure your vehicle responds with agility and power, whether you’re navigating tight cor-
ners or accelerating on open roads.

The Cusco differentials not only optimize performance but also offer unparalleled compatibility, 
thanks to their precision engineering and the wide range of settings they offer. This versatility and 
constant development means more & more drivers can experience and benefit from the enhanced 
handling and stability that Cusco differentials provide. Embrace the next level of performance with 
Cusco, where innovation drives excellence.

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED

CO-ORDSPORT  - LIMITED SLIP DIFFERENTIALS

Quaife Engineering is at the forefront of high-performance automotive engineering,
specializing in precision differentials, advanced gearboxes and drivetrains, including with sequential 
change. Quaife’s ATB (Automatic Torque Biasing) Differentials transform your drive, offering unparalled 
traction and handling. This innovative technology ensures smooth power delivery in all conditions,

making every corner and every straightaway a testament to your car’s enhanced performance and stability. 
Newly produced C-S Pro diffs include Suzuki Swift Sport 1.4Turbo, Hillman Imp and R35 GTR.

BBeyond differentials, Quaife's expertise extends to state-of-the-art sequential gearboxes, 
designed for those who demand the ultimate in shifting precision and speed. Whether it's 
the racetrack or the open road, Quaife's gearboxes provide swift, seamless gear changes, 

elevating the driving experience to new heights. With Quaife, drivers unlock the full potential 
of their vehicles, benefiting from decades of engineering excellence and a relentless pursuit 

of performance perfection.
Product range includes quick steering rack conversions, Motorsport gear kits, H-pattern and sequential

ChaChange, dog type and synchromesh gears, various final drives, axles/differentials, and more...
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Competition Clutch specializes in the development and delivery of world-class clutches
and drivetrain components, setting the gold standard for performance, durability, and 
reliability. With a relentless pursuit of excellence, Competition Clutch provides 
automotive enthusiasts and racers with the tools to transmit power effectively, 
ensuring every ounce of performance is harnessed. Their innovative designs cater to a 
wide range of applications, from street tuning to full-blown race setups, offering 
ununparalleled responsiveness and control.  

Stage 2 - aggressive street use and moderate track use. 
MPC - Multi-plate Clutch Kit provides the ideal balance of sport driving and daily driving 
clutch use. 
Stage 3 - the ultimate in street and strip combinations. 
Multi Plates - The twin disc provides the most economical racing clutch for the active 
sport compact enthusiast. 
StStage 4 - good for higher horsepower applications. 
Flywheels - CC flywheels are made of 4140 forged steel and are a one-piece design 

Exedy, a globally recognized leader in transmission components, offers a 
comprehensive lineup of clutches that cater to a wide spectrum of applications, from 
street performance to professional motorsports.  

Renowned for their durability, reliability, and exceptional torque handling capabilities, 
Exedy Clutches are engineered using cutting-edge technology and materials to ensure 
smooth engagement and optimal power delivery.  

Helix stands out in the world of high-performance automotive engineering with its 
exceptional range of clutches and flywheels designed for the enthusiast and 
professional racer alike. Crafted with precision and durability in mind, Helix prod-
ucts are built to withstand the rigors of high-speed, demanding driving conditions, 
ensuring your vehicle maintains optimal performance under pressure.  

Performance Road Clutches - Racing Clutches - Classic & Historic Clutches –
Flywheels 

A leading transmission performance brand for European 
vehicles. 

The product offering covers seven levels of clutch kits all 
supplied with a single mass flywheel. The single disc 
units range from MA, MB, MC kits with twin disc setups 
are called MR. 

TTV Racing stands at the forefront of drivetrain 
technology specialising in the engineering of high quali-
ty flywheels, clutches and other transmission products. 

TTV Flywheels - TTV Flywheel & Clutch Kits - TTV Clutch-
es -TTV Pulleys  

CO-ORDSPORT  - CLUTCHES & FLYWHEELS
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HKS is a premier Japanse manufacturer and supplier of premium 
automotive performance and motorsport products.

For more than four decades, HKS has proven its mettle in various 
motorsports, including drag racing, road racing, rallying, and top speed 
challenges. Vehicles outfitted with HKS components have clinched 
numerous racing titles and set countless records with HKS's "off the 
sshelf", race-tested parts. Consequently, HKS has become a byword for 
"performance" in the automotive aftermarket sector.

100% fitment guarantee

CO-ORDSPORT  - ULTIMATE TUNING

Introducing the HKS Product Range:
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HIGH PERFORMANCE AUTO PARTS



CO-ORDSPORT  - PISTONS, RODS/CRANKS
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Wiseco’s 80+ year tenure in performance motorsport has led to a vast 
offering of automotive forged pistons, designed and built to lead racers 
to victory and to fuel enthusiasts’ passion. Light weight, extra-strength 
forgings, gas ports, skirt coatings and offset pins, ensure each engine 
exceeds customers’ expectations. Optimised skirt profiles minimize rock 
and provide long skirt life in stroker applications. Wiseco piston kits are 
tailotailored to match the intricate requirements of your engine, ensuring a 
proper fit and performance with every drive. 

Mahle Motorsport stands at the pinnacle of automotive engineering, 
delivering an unmatched range of high-performance engine components 
renowned for their precision, durability, and power.  Mahle Motorsport 
pistons feature fully machined crowns and CNC machined pin bores, and 
are dual coated with phosphate to reduce micro-welding and pin galling, 
and the skirt features a Mahle’s proprietary GRAFAL® anti-friction coating. 

All desigAll designed to ensure minimum friction and maximum horsepower. 

Bridgeway is synonymous with excellence in the design and manufacture of 
high-performance engine components, with a focus on crankshafts and con-
necting rods that set the standard for durability and efficiency.  With a focus 
on cutting-edge technology and quality craftsmanship, Bridgeway products 
are engineered to withstand the extreme demands of racing and high-perfor-
mance driving.  Ideal for automotive enthusiasts and professionals who 
demand the best, Bridgeway components ensure your engine performs at its 
peak, offering superior strength and reliability under the most rigorous condi-
tions. 

With racing roots dating back over 70 years, JE Pistons is the industry 
leader in high-performance forged pistons. JE’s performance and quality 
is the result of decades of experience gained working with elite engine 
builders and racers and is proven in their race victories, championships, 
and innovations.  JE controls every step of our manufacturing process, 
designing, forging, and machining all our pistons 100% in-house in their 
USA manuUSA manufacturing facility and are designed to withstand the extreme 
conditions of racing and high-performance engines, offering improved 
power, efficiency, and reliability. Pistons – Rings – Pins – Locks 

Manley has established itself as a cornerstone in the realm of high-performance 
engine components, offering an extensive range of products that cater to both 
the demands of professional racing and the aspirations of automotive enthusi-
asts. Specializing in pistons, rods, crankshafts, and valvetrain components, 
Manley Manley pistons are renowned for their high-quality construction and 
performance-enhancing features, making them a top choice for engine builders 
and racers alike.  

These pistons boast features that set them apart including their lightweight 
design and their enhanced cooling capabilities , all combining to deliver in-
creased power, durability and reliability.   

Whether upgrading a street car for better performance or building a race 
engine for maximum power, Manley's precision-engineered components are 
the foundation of superior engine build. 



CO-ORDSPORT  - FASTENERS/GASKETS/CAMS

Kelford Cams stands at the forefront of high-performance camshaft design and 
manufacturing, offering bespoke and shelf solutions that propel engine capabili-
ties to new heights. Specializing in precision-engineered camshafts for a wide 
array of makes and models, Kelford Cams is dedicated to optimizing valve timing 
and lift profiles, thereby enhancing engine efficiency, power, and response. Each 
camshaft is a masterpiece of engineering, crafted with meticulous attention to 
detail, ensuring peak performance and reliability under the most demanding con-
ditions.

Leveraging cutting-edge research, advanced materials, and state-of-the-art manu-
facturing techniques, Kelford Cams delivers products that exceed the expecta-
tions of racing professionals and automotive enthusiasts alike. Whether your goal 
is dominating the track or achieving unmatched street performance, Kelford Cams 
provides the critical edge you need. Experience the transformative power of Kel-
ford Cams, where innovation meets performan

Cosworth's products are designed to deliver unmatched performance engines, 
electronics, and powertrain components. 

Known for pushing boundaries of technology and performance, Cosworth continues 
to be at the forefront of automotive innovation, providing solutions that enhance
power, efficiency, and the driving experience. 

Featured within the Cosworth portfolio are their Multi Layer Steel (MLS) head 
gasgaskets a high performance gasket designed to seal under high power under the 
most demanding conditions. 

Today, ARP’s product line contains thousands of part numbers, and has expanded 
to include virtually every fastener found in an engine and driveline and throughout
the suspension and frame. These range from quality high performance OEM
replacement parts to exotic specialty hardware for Formula 1, IndyCar, NASCAR and
NHRA drag racing and marine applications.

Rod Bolts - Mains Stud Kits - Head Stud Kits - Flywheel Bolts – and so much more

Renowned for its high-quality gaskets and sealing solutions, catering to a wide 
range of automotive and motorcycle applications. These products are essential for 
maintaining the integrity of engine components, preventing leaks, and ensures 
optimal performance.  

TThese gaskets are designed to withstand the harsh conditions of racing and 
high-performance environments, offering superior durability and reliability. 
Athena provides sealing solutions meeting the exacting standards of both profes-
sional racers and automotive enthusiasts, ensuring engines operate at their peak 
efficiency and performance.

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED Page 12



CO-ORDSPORT  - ENGINE PARTS

Ferrea uses the latest technological advances gained through the 
development of engine valve programs for Formula 1, Indy Car, 
Nascar, sprint car, drag and road racing teams. This technology allows 
them to deliver the highest levels of performance and reliability. 

Valve Springs - Engine Valves - Valve Spring Kits - Retainers - 
Rocker Arms - Spring Seat Locators - Valve Locks - Valve Guides - 
VValve Seals - Lash Caps - Lifter Shims 

MAHLE Motorsport was established in 2000 and has positioned itself 
as a leading supplier of forged racing pistons and rings. Widely 
recognized as the technology leader among race teams winning races 
and championships around the world. MAHLE Motosrport brings cutting
edge technology to sportsman and professional racers alike. 

Bearings - Pistons – Rods 

Victor Reinz stands at the forefront of sealing technology, offering an 
extensive array of high-quality gaskets and sealing solutions for a broad 
spectrum of automotive applications.  

Whether you're involved in professional racing, casual driving, or heavy-
duty usage, Victor Reinz delivers unmatched reliability and performance
to ensure your engine's integrity and efficiency. 

CyliCylinder-head gaskets - Cylinder-head bolts – Sealants – Sealants – 
Valve stem seals – Turbocharger Mounting Kits - Valve Cover Gaskets - 
Intake manifold gasket - Exhaust manifold gasket 

and performance meet.

Supertech provides the racing market with superior valves and valve train 
components for virtually every type of racing. Whether it’s Drag Racing, 
Rally, Road Racing or any other type of motorsport, Supertech is sure to 
have the perfect performance solution for your application.

Valves – Springs – Engine Components – Pistons – Rods – Head Gaskets 

ACL Race Series performance engine bearings 
are recognized as a premier brand throughout 
the motorsports world. 

The unique combination of design, metallurgy 
and engineering provides Race Series 
performance bearings with market leading 
endurance and capability to perform where endurance and capability to perform where 
others cannot.  

These exceptional bearings are available for a 
wide range of European, Asian and American 
performance engines. 

Specialising in engine bearings, King has built 
an extensive product offering that includes a 
wide range of engine bearings for automobiles, 
light-commercial and heavy-duty trucks.

Every King bearing utilises the highest quality 
materials and the most advanced designs to 
ensure complete customer satisfaction. King ensure complete customer satisfaction. King 
bearings meet these demands with higher 
performance benchmarks, advanced materials 
and unique geometrical features.

King Racing’s SV, GPC, XP, and XPC series of rod 
and main bearings were developed to feature 
technologically advanced geometrical 
characteristics and unique metal structures.characteristics and unique metal structures.
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CO-ORDSPORT  - FORCED INDUCTION
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Turbosmart stands at the forefront of performance enhancements for 
turbocharged vehicles, taking pride in designing, manufacturing, and 
rigorously testing all products within their own facilities. 

By maintaining an unwavering commitment to quality, Turbosmart 
consistently delivers top-tier blowoff valves, wastegates, boost
controllers, gauges, pressure regulators, and hoses, suitable for both 
rracing performance and street use.

A multiple SEMA award winner, Turbosmart's commitment shines 
through their exceptional blowoff valves, wastegates, boost controllers, 
gauges, pressure regulators, and hoses, crafted for both racing excellence 
and street performance.

TURBOSMART - ENGINEERED TO WIN
Oil Management & Boost Controllers

Blow off Valves

Actuators &
Electronic 
External Wastegate
 

Hoses & Fuel
Pressure 
Regulators

Specializing in turbochargers, blow off valves, boost control 
designed for peak performance and dependability, to offering 
the most extensive selection of wastegates globally.

 Co-ordSport - Your Proud Distributor.



Surface Transforms is a highly innovative company, with 
its own patented materials technology and a team of 
phD-qualified scientists and degree-qualified engineers 
who are continually developing new processes for the 
production of carbon-ceramic materials and new products 
for various applications. Surface Transforms is a manufacturer 
of of next-generation carbon-ceramic brake discs for automotive 
and aircraft applications and has been certified to 
IS9001-2000 since 2008 and was certified to TS16949 
automotive quality accreditation and AS9100C aerospace 
quality accreditation in 2015.

CO-ORDSPORT  - BRAKES

PFC is a globally recognized leader in the design and manufacture of 
high-performance brake systems and components. PFC specializes in 
producing brake pads, discs, calipers, and complete braking systems for a 
wide range of applications, including automotive racing, street vehicles, and 
heavy-duty transportation. Their products are renowned for exceptional 
quality, durability, and performance, featuring advanced materials and 
ininnovative engineering to achieve superior braking efficiency, reduced wear, 
and enhanced heat dissipation.

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED

PFC Brakes continues to be the market leader 
wherever drivers demand unrivalled performance and 
quality - No Compromises ™. Our brake calipers, discs 
and pads outperform the competition in all markets, 
from professional racing to street use.

PFC braking is quieter, stops quicker and lasts longer. 
AAt Performance Friction® we don’t just copy OE, we 
make it better. Whether you’re driving a sports car, 
saloon, truck or recreational vehicle, we make 
application-specific Z-Rated® Big Brake Kits, Carbon 
Metallic® brake pads and OE direct replacement 
Direct Drive™ discs.

PFC two-piece discs last longer and 
reduce vibration caused by thermal distortion and 
warping.
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CO-ORDSPORT  - BRAKES

EBC Brakes produce the largest range of brake pads and brake discs 
in the world, with over 5000 part numbers for every type of moving 
vehicle. EBC's pads and discs ensure powerful stopping, low noise, 
and minimal dust, perfect for racing and daily driving. The range 
includes aramid brake pads, sintered brakes, ceramic brake pads 
and carbon long life brake pads. EBC’s range also features calipers,
sshoes, discs, fluid and Big Brake Kits

Performance Brake Solutions (PBS Brakes) is a leading UK based 
race, track day and performance brake pads manufacturer with the 
pad range including ProTrack , ProRace and ProComp compounds
Brake Pads – Brake Discs – Brake Fluid

Established in 1984, WINMAX CORP. is one of the leading performance 
and racing brake parts manufacturers in Japan. A subsidiary of OEM 
supplier MK Kashiyama Corp., Winmax is used by top motorsport teams 
in road racing, rally racing, gymkhana, autocross, and time trials, 
Winmax brake pads have been rigorously tested in competitive racing 
environments throughout the world.
PPerformance – Trackday – Circuit – Rally – Endurance – Historic

Engineered for superior stopping power and minimal fade, Pagid 
brake pads are ideal for both daily drivers and racing enthusiasts. 
The brake products are designed to produce the highest possible 
performance levels over a wide range of operating conditions, and 
are available in many different material formulations.
Brake Pads – Brake discs – Brake Fluid

AP Racing provides elite brake technology
for Formula 1 and NASCAR, offering 
unmatchedvstopping power, durability, 
and cooling with advanced materials and 
design, ensuring peak performance.

Their innovative approach to brake system 
optimization guarantees superior control and optimization guarantees superior control and 
safety, making AP Racing a preferred choice
among top racing professionals and 
performance enthusiasts globally.
Clutches - Calipers - Discs - Pads - 
Master cylinders - Pedal boxes

Ferodo Racing delivers high-performance 
brake pads with exceptional stopping power, 
heat resistance, and durability for motorsport 
and performance driving, leveraging 
cutting-edge technology. With one of the 
widest ranges of pad shapes in the racing and 
high performance brake pad market. This high performance brake pad market. This 
fitment range is available with several 
compounds driven by application and driver 
preference. Brake Pads – Brake Fluid.
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CO-ORDSPORT  - COOLING ENGINE CONTROL

Mishimoto, renowned for leading the market in performance cooling solu-
tions, caters to the needs of automotive enthusiasts. Since its nception in 
2005, Mishimoto has dedicated over a decade to developing top-tier cooling 
system enhancements. With a diverse product range suitable for sport com-
pacts,
powersports, trucks, Jeeps, muscle cars, daily vehicles, and classic cars, 
Mishimoto ensures compatibility for nearly any application.

Co-ord Sport is honored to be an authorized distributor of Mishimoto 
radiators and components, bringing advanced cooling performance to our 
customers.

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED

Mishimoto performance racing 
radiators are engineered to 
effectively dissipate heat from 
critical areas. 

Constructed from 100% 
brazed aluminum for a 
sseamless OEM fit, these 
high-performance 
aluminum radiators 
deliver superior cooling
efficiency and longevity, 
guaranteeing a lifetime of 
optimal performance.

COBB Tuning, epitomized by the motto 
"Access The Potential," is a leading American 
rm specializing in aftermarket automotive
tuning. Established in Rockwall in 1999 by 
Trey Cobb and now based in Austin, Texas.

COBB primarily targets European marques like 
BMW, Porsche, and VW, alongside Japanese brandsBMW, Porsche, and VW, alongside Japanese brands
including Mazda, Mitsubishi, and Nissan. They excel in enhancing 
both mechanical aspects—such as turbo kits, exhaust systems, 
and suspension—and electronic components, including ECU management. 
COBB made a signicant impact in the market with the introduction of one of the
rst handheld devices, the Accessport, unlocking vehicles' performance capabilities.
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CO-ORDSPORT  - FUELLING

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED PAGE 18

DeatschWerks distinguishes itself with a unique method of crafting high-flow 
injectors, offering a broad range of styles versus the limited options from 
other companies, ensuring a more tailored fit for the customer.

DeatschWerks ensures that each injector they manufacture is designed for 
drop-in installation, perfectly fitting the OEM harness, fuel rail, and manifold 
for its specific application.

DeatschWerks introduces its latest advancements in fuel pump technology, featuring models with 
impressive flow rates of 810LPH and 420LPH. These new fuel pumps are engineered to deliver
unparalleled fuel flow capacity, catering to both high-demand racing applications and everyday
performance needs. 

DeatschWerks commits to delivering top-tier EFI fuel 
system solutions from their 36,000 sq. ft facility in 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

This all-encompassing space supports every company 
function, from design to final manufacturing.

FUEL YOUR PASSION

FUELING PERFORMANCE, POWERING PASSION 



CO-ORDSPORT  - EXHAUSTS

Cobra Sport Exhausts, a family-owned enterprise, specializes in crafting stainless steel 
and performance exhausts that are distributed globally for various applications. 

With a commitment to superior manufacturing quality, each exhaust system is 
meticulously handcrafted in Sheffield. The in-house expertise at Cobra Sport 
guarantees that every exhaust is engineered with precision for an impeccable fit, 
enhanced performance, and a distinctively clear exhaust note.

Since 1992, Scorpion has specialized in the design, development, and manufacture 
of stainless steel performance exhausts from their base in Derbyshire, UK. 

Celebrated for their handcrafted quality, Scorpion exhausts are esteemed as the 
premier choice in the market, garnering widespread acclaim among tuning 
enthusiasts and racers as a favored upgrade for its exceptional performance 
and craftsmanship.

All Milltek performance exhaust systems are manufactured from T304L stain-
less-steel; that are meant to last within some of the toughest environments. T304L 
is a highly durable form of stainless-steel that is far less susceptible to degradation 
and discolouration than many others of its kind, while it will last almost indefinitely.

Milltek exhaust systems are accredited to ISO9001:2015 as well as being able to ac-
complish one of the widest ranges of EC Approved performance exhaust systems, 
all tested and approved by TUV in Germany. 

For more than four decades, HKS has proven its mettle in various motorsports, 
including drag racing, road racing, rallying, and top speed challenges. Vehicles 
outfitted with HKS components have secured numerous racing titles and 
set countless records with HKS's "off the shelf", race tested parts. Consequently, 
HKS has become a byword for "performance• in the automotive aftermarket 
sector.

HHKS offer a range of performance levels including :

Legamax – Hi Power – Super Turbo – SSM – Cool Style

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED Page 19



CO-ORDSPORT  - WHEELS

VOLK RACING

RAYS ACCESSORIES

GRAM LIGHTS

Volk Racing wheels - the optimum of performance and safety. The wheel structure 
is crafted and pressed form a forged 1-piece billet which is mold-form forged, 
a technology and expertise derived from the racing scene. With a 
relentless pursuit of creating the lightest and strongest wheels, 
RAYS has revolutionized wheel manufacturing. Experience the 
ultimate in performance and reliability with Volk Racing 
wwheels. Upgrade your ride today and discover the difference.

Popular models include:
TE37  CE28N  ZE40  G025  NE24  21C  G16  21A

Introducing Gramlights, the ultimate racing wheel for unparalleled performance. 
Crafted with precision using a spun cast casting and Rays' 
innovative melting flow process, these premium wheels 
minimize tire slip and wheel flex. The sleek design and 
impeccable finish of Gramlights perfectly complement RAYS' 
JWL+R and JWL-T+R specifications. Elevate your driving 
eexperience with Gramlights, where style meets performance.

Popular models include:
57NR  57XR  57CR  57DR  57TRANS-X

Enhance the aesthetics further with an the Rays extensive range of 
accessories, including wheel nuts, bolts, and centre caps. Join the 
world of Rays with their fashionable merchandise, where ground
-breaking products await. Elevate your own style and your car’s 
performance with Rays.

Featured Accessories Include:
CCaps           Wheel Nuts
Bolts           Centre Caps

Discover the excellence of Rays wheels, meticulously crafted in Japan to elevated 
standards. Trusted and sought-after by manufacturers, race series, motorsport 
teams at all levels, and enthusiasts worldwide, Rays' manufacturing processes set 
their own benchmarks for performance and durability. 

Whether you prefer forged or cast wheels, Rays has you covered with their light-
weight, durable, and exceptionally strong designs. 

Volk Racing, Gramlights, Rays Offroad, VMF, Versus, Homura, A.lap and many 
others.

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED Page 20



RECARO, with its storied heritage in the automotive world, is a name 
that epitomizes the fusion of performance, quality, and unparalleled 
comfort in the realm of automotive seating. Known for their innovative 
approach and dedication to excellence, RECARO seats are the 
benchmark for drivers seeking the ultimate in driving support and 
ergonomics. Their designs are the result of extensive research and 
ddevelopment, focusing on the anatomy of the human body to ensure 
that every seat provides optimal support during long drives and high-
speed pursuits alike. RECARO's commitment to using only the
 finest materials and state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques 
means that each seat is not just a part of the vehicle, but a
critical piece of the driver's connection to the road, enhancing 
control, concentration, and comfort.

CO-ORDSPORT - SEATING

BRIDE, a prestigious brand renowned for its dedication to quality and perfor-
mance, offers a line of racing seats that blend innovation with tradition. Since 
its inception, BRIDE has been at the forefront of motorsport, providing drivers 
with seats that offer unparalleled safety, comfort, and support. With a focus 
on cutting-edge materials and ergonomic design, BRIDE seats are engineered 
to meet the rigorous demands of both professional racers and automotive en-
thusiasts alike. Their commitment to excellence is evident in every seat they 
produce, ensuring that every driver experiences the perfect combination of 
form and function. BRIDE’s range includes models designed for various appli-
cations, from circuit racing to drifting, all while prioritizing the driver’s needs 
for precision control and endurance during high-intensity driving.

PERFORMANCE EXPERTLY DELIVERED PAGE 21

Crafted from high-quality, lightweight materials, these 
seats offer exceptional durability and comfort. Their 
ergonomic contours ensure superior driver support 
and stability, enhancing vehicle control. Furthermore, 
BRIDE's commitment to safety is evident in every seat's 
design, ensuring optimal protection in high-speed 
scenarios. This combination of features positions scenarios. This combination of features positions 
BRIDE as a leading choice for discerning drivers 

prioritizing performance and safety.



EXPLORE THE CO-ORDSPORT FAMILY ONLINE.

INTRODUCING OUR CUTTING-EDGE ONLINE PLATFORM AT , DESIGNED 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR OUR ESTEEMED TRADE CUSTOMERS AND DEALERS. 
SAY GOODBYE TO THE HASSLES OF TRADITIONAL ORDERING SYSTEMS 
AND HELLO TO STREAMLINED EFFICIENCY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS. WITH 
OUR USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACE, PLACING ORDERS AND MANAGING 
YOUR ACCOUNT HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER. WHETHER YOU'RE 
RESTOCKING YOUR INVENTORY OR EXPLORING NEW PRODUCTS, RESTOCKING YOUR INVENTORY OR EXPLORING NEW PRODUCTS, 
OUR PORTAL OFFERS SEAMLESS NAVIGATION AND CONVENIENCE.

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN A WORLD OF CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN, PRECISION 
ENGINEERING, AND UNCOMPROMISING PERFORMANCE. WITH INTUITIVE 
NAVIGATION AND COMPREHENSIVE PRODUCT INFORMATION, FINDING 
THE PERFECT SET OF WHEELS FOR YOUR VEHICLE HAS NEVER BEEN 
EASIER. WHETHER YOU'RE SEEKING TRACK-READY PERFORMANCE OR 
HEAD-TURNING AESTHETICS, RAYS WHEELS UK DELIVERS EXCELLENCE 
WITH EVERY CLICK. ELEVATE YOUR DRIVING EXPERIENCE AND MAKE A WITH EVERY CLICK. ELEVATE YOUR DRIVING EXPERIENCE AND MAKE A 
STATEMENT ON THE ROAD WITH WHEELS THAT EMBODY INNOVATION 
AND PASSION.

WHETHER YOU'RE A WEEKEND WARRIOR LOOKING TO UPGRADE YOUR 
RIDE OR A SEASONED MECHANIC IN SEARCH OF THE LATEST INNOVATIONS, 
PART-BOX.COM HAS YOU COVERED. WITH USER-FRIENDLY NAVIGATION 
AND DETAILED PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS, FINDING THE PERFECT PARTS FOR 
YOUR VEHICLE IS A BREEZE. FROM ENGINE UPGRADES TO SUSPENSION 
ENHANCEMENTS AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN, OUR PLATFORM OFFERS A 
ONE-STOP SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS. EXPERIENCE THE ONE-STOP SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS. EXPERIENCE THE 
CONVENIENCE OF ONLINE SHOPPING WITH FAST SHIPPING AND SECURE 
TRANSACTIONS, BACKED BY OUR COMMITMENT TO QUALITY AND CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION.

• PART-BOX
• TRADE PORTAL
• RAYS WHEELS UK

WEBSITES:

TRADE.COORDSPORT.COM

WWW.RAYSWHEELS.CO.UK



B2B

Discover the ultimate destination for business owners in the 
automotive sector seeking premium-quality parts without the 
premium price tag. Welcome to the Co-ordSport Trade Portal, 
where we specialize in providing an unparalleled selection of 
automotive parts tailored to meet the demands of your busi-
ness. Our commitment to competitive pricing ensures that 
you get the best deals on the market, making it easier than 
eever to stock up on essential parts.

INTRODUCING THE
CO-ORDSPORT
TRADE PORTAL

Scan Here:

Co-ordSport Ltd 
United Kingdom Hub
sales@coordsport.com
+44 (0) 121 661 6263

Co-ordSport B.V. 
Netherlands Hub
sales@coordsport.nl
+31(0)475-772719
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